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Agenda
1. Zoom Meeting Open - Registration & Familiarization of Voting Procedure
1.1 Welcome, Land Acknowledgement, and Introduction of Guests
1.2 Call to Order
1.3 Quorum Check
2. Approval of Agenda
3. Motion to Limit Debate
4. Motion to set Robert's Rules of Order as standing rules to conduct the 2020 AGM business meeting
5. Approval of 2019 Annual General Meeting Minutes
6. Financial Report
2018-2019 Financial Statement
2019-2020 Financial Statement
2020-2021 Auditor Appointment
7. Break
8. Motion to Close New Business from the Floor
9. New Business
9.1 Motion to accept the "Interpreting in Video Remote Environment" position paper (2020)
9.2 Motion to accept the "Interpreting in Video Relay Service Environment" position paper (2020)
9.3 Motion to order class voting sequence
9.4 Motion to repeal and replace CASLI Bylaws
9.5 Motion to amend lapsed membership penalty
9.6 Motion to amend Class A - Active Membership conditions to exempt members who live outside of
Canada from additional fees associated with the In-Lieu-of-Affiliate Chapter Policy.
9.7 Motion to require national certification testing after 10 years of ITP graduation
9.8 Motion to suspend awards
10. Confirmation of Acts
11. Break
12. Election of the 2020-2022 Board of Directors
13. Announcements
14. Adjournment
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Motions
Motion to Accept Agenda

I move to accept the agenda as presented.

Motion to Limit Debate.

I move to limit debate of topics to fifteen (15) minutes and two (2) minutes per person.

Motion to set Robert's Rules of Order as standing rules to conduct the 2020 AGM business
meeting.
I move that CASLI use Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised 11th Edition as the parliamentary process at this
year's 2020 AGM.
Dave Bell-Patterson (Anne Websdale)

Rationale: For many years, CASLI has conducted its general meetings of members following Roberts Rules of
Order closely but without them explicitly being recognized as the parliamentary standing rules governing these
meetings. Without this, matters of order and procedure have not been clearly defined. On recommendation of
a trained parliamentarian well-versed in Robert's Rules of Order, it is in CASLI' best interest to use these rules
to ensure clear and effective business at general meeting of members.

Motion to approve the 2019 AGM minutes

I move to approve the minutes of the June 8, 2020 Annual General Meeting, held in Winnipeg, MB.

(

)

[Click Here to View 2019 AGM Minutes]

Motion to approve the financial auditor

I move to employ the services of Jeffrey D Milgram Professional Corporation Chartered Professional
Accountant / Licensed Public Accountant of Toronto ON, to audit the 2020/2021 financial statements.
Anne Websdale ( ________________)

Motion to Close New Business from the Floor.
I move to close New Business from the floor.

Motion to accept the "Interpreting in Video Remote Environment" position paper (2020).

I move that we accept the attached "Interpreting in the Video Remote Environment" as CASLI's official position
paper.
Tracy Hetman (Aren Burrell)
Background: The document was under development from 2018-2020. It was written using material from
research, and interpreters' practical experience. It has been reviewed through a series of reading circles,
including an open invitation to members and community stakeholders to provide input.
[Click Here to View Proposed Document]

Motion to accept the "Interpreting in Video Relay Service Environment" position paper
(2020).

I move that we accept the attached "Interpreting in the Video Relay Services Environment" as CASLI's official
Updated Thursday, October 22, 2020
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position paper.
Tracy Hetman (Aren Burrell)
Background: The document was under development from 2016-2019. It was written using material from
research, and interpreters' practical experience. It has been reviewed through a series of reading circles,
including an open invitation to members and community stakeholders to provide input.
[Click Here to See Proposed Document]

Motion to order class voting sequence.

I move that class voting on the motion to repeal and replace the CASLI bylaws be conducted sequentially with
results being announced between each class vote in the order of:
i.
ii.
iii.

Class A - Active Members,
Class B - Student Members,
Class C – Affiliate Chapter Membership
Denise Sedran (Tarren McKay)
Rationale: Class voting requires two thirds of the votes in each class in order for the motion to carry. If voting
in one class were to fail, the entire motion fails. Given that Class A represents the majority of the membership
(working interpreters in our field), it seems reasonable for this class to be the first to cast their votes. As
Student members, Class B, are not yet working interpreters it would be beneficial for them to see the results
of the Class A vote. Finally, Class C - Affiliate Chapter Membership representatives should be the last to vote as
these votes are cast by active members who will have already cast their individual vote.

Motion to repeal and replace CASLI Bylaws.

I move that:
the current Bylaws of the Canadian Association of Sign Language Interpreters (the “Corporation”) be repealed
and replaced by the attached Proposed New Bylaws (the “New Bylaws”) effective March 31, 2021; the
Corporation's legal counsel be instructed to make such editorial changes as may be necessary to correct any
minor problems with the attached New Bylaws before September 30th, 2020.
Tyler Churchman (Julia Menzies)
Rationale: In recent years CASLI has struggled to be the strong national association needed by both the Deaf
and interpreting communities. The intended outcome of this motion is the revitalization of CASLI. Changing
the bylaws and structure of CASLI will allow the Association to better support affiliate chapters while working
alongside its national partners to advance the field and promote accessibility.
[Click Here to See Draft of Proposed Bylaws]

Motion to amend lapsed membership penalty

I move to rescind point three of Motion WP14G-06, which reads "[...] one (1) lapsed year (CASLI only)." 2. Pay
all fees (as mandated by Motion WP14G-06) current membership year dues for both CASLI and Affiliate
Chapter(s) chosen late fee (equal to 25% of CASLI membership fee) one (1) lapsed year (CASLI only)
Lesley McMillan (Jean-Luc Pharand)
Rationale: As a member association, CASLI's goal is to support membership and standards of interpreting
across Canada. To do so, we should encourage interpreters to join our association. By removing this lapsed
year penalty, the cost to rejoin CASLI will be more affordable for past members in a time with work is limited
due to COVID-19 and priorities need to be re-evaluated.
Updated Thursday, October 22, 2020
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Motion to amend Class A - Active Membership conditions to exempt members who live
outside of Canada from additional fees associated with the In-Lieu-of-Affiliate Chapter
Policy.

I move that: CASLI bylaw, section 2.1 i) Class A - Active Members, paragraph 3 be amended to read as follows:
"Dual membership in both the Corporation and an Affiliate Chapter of the corporation is mandatory for
members living in provinces or territories with Affiliate Chapter. Eligible Active members who live in a province
or territory in Canada where there is no Affiliate Chapter may become Active members under the terms of the
In-Lieu-of- Affiliate-Chapter Membership Policy. Eligible Active members who live outside of Canada may
become Active members exempt from the In-Lieu-of-Affiliate-Chapter Membership Policy and from any
additional associated fees. The term of membership of an Active member shall be annual, subject to renewal
in accordance with the policies of the Corporation.", and; the In-Lieu-of-Affiliate-Chapter Membership Policy
be updated to reflect this amendment to the bylaws, exempting members living outside of Canada from
paying additional associated dues.
Campbell McDermid (Deb Russell)
Rationale: This additional fee represents an economic burden for them with no potential for benefit and is in
fact a disincentive to continued membership in the organization. The goal of the original motion was to collect
funds that could be used to support members in the establishment of a chapter where none existed in their
geographic region. It reads “The funds collected from members who qualify for In-Lieu-of-Affiliate Chapter
Policy will be earmarked to assist startup costs related to the formation of bylaws and incorporation of a new
Affiliate Chapter.
The final approval of the request for financial assistance from a fledgling Affiliate Chapter would be at the
discretion of the CASLI Board of Directors.” However, as the number of interpreters living outside of Canada
with CASLI membership has for decades been small and continues to be so, and as they are isolated
geographically from each other, there is little likelihood of them establishing a workable chapter that could
benefit from this economic support.

Motion to require national certification testing after 10 years of ITP graduation.

I move that, upon reinstatement of the CES Phase Three: Test of Interpretation (TOI), Active ASL-English
members be required to register and take the TOI after 10 years of graduating from an interpreting education
program, effective retroactively from the year 2010 onward.
Ava Hawkins (Carla Dupras)
Rationale: 1) In accordance with our Code of Ethics and Guidelines for Professional Conduct, and the
underlying value of professional competence, a member commits to providing quality professional service
throughout one's practice.
“2.0 Professional Competence: Interpreters provide the highest possible quality of service through all aspects
of their professional practice.”
Further to this, tenet 2.4, Ongoing Professional Development, explicitly states the following:
“2.4.1 Members will incorporate current theoretical and applied knowledge, enhance that knowledge through
continuing education throughout their professional careers, and will strive for AVLIC certification.
2.4.2 Members will aim to be self-directed learners, pursuing educational opportunities which are relevant to
their professional practice. This could include but is not limited to peer review, collegial consultation,
mentoring, and regular feedback regarding specific areas of skill development.”
The Canadian Evaluation System recommends that ALL members work towards certification.
Currently, with a membership of over 800 professional interpreters, not including members on leave, students,
Updated Thursday, October 22, 2020
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or subscribing members, there are only 67 members who hold the Certificate of Interpretation (COI). Some of
these members have retired or are close to retiring. Approximately fifty percent of certified members are
nearing or are over the age of 60. Within five years, the number of certified interpreters providing services
could see a significant reduction to less than three percent of CASLI's membership.
Like many professional associations where certification is required to practice, separate from graduating from
a recognized educational institution, CASLI should, at the very least, establish a mandatory time frame for
members to take the Test of Interpretation (TOI). It is understood that members typically complete the WTK
upon graduating from an interpreting education program and that most service agencies that hire interpreters
require successful completion of the WTK in order to be placed on their roster. However, this is only the first
piece of the CES and passing the WTK does not constitute certification. CASLI should hold members to a higher
standard by implementing a mandatory time frame to complete the TOI.

Motion to suspend awards.

I move that the CASLI biennial awards be suspended until such time that the membership can gather in person
to appropriately celebrate and honour the recipients.
Denise Sedran (Tarren McKay)
Rationale: CASLI has a long history of honouring people who make significant contributions to the profession
and the association. Part of that history is the actual process of announcing the award recipients where
members wait in anticipation and excitement and try to guess who the recipient is. More importantly is the
experience of the recipients when they realize they have won and can share this momentous occasion with
their friends and colleagues. This experience can not be replicated in an online environment and we believe
that to host an online awards event in the fall would devalue the significance of these awards. Therefore, we
move the awards be suspended until they can be held in person.

Motion to establish a Bylaws and Policies and Procedures Review and Recommendation
Ad-Hoc Committee

I motion to establish a Bylaws and Policies and Procedures Review and Recommendation Ad-Hoc Committee
for the Canadian Association of Sign Language Interpreters (CASLI).
Moved by Sheila Keats (Alicia Ponciano)
Rationale: The current CASLI Bylaws and Policies and Procedures are overdue for a restructure. This is
emphasized by years that the CASLI Board of Directors has struggled to unite the national community. The
intention of this motion is not to undermine the work of the developers of the motion to repeal and replace
the bylaws. It is intended as a compromise between the varying perspectives on CASLI, the role of the Board,
and affiliate chapters.
[Click Here for Accompanying Document]

Reports
CASLI Board Message to Members

Since the start of this term at the 2019 AGM, metaphors of unchartered waters have been used to describe
the year: through the resetting of sails at the special elections held later that summer, to the gusts and gales of
a global pandemic, and more recently to the surfacing of undercurrents of social justice issues, Black Lives
Matters, and representation within our field for us to address head on. As figurative as this language might be,
the literal implications have been real as they have translated into the work we have done and that we still
have to do, all in line with our vision statement and mission statement: to uphold the highest standards of
professional integrity, competence and ethics of our members. A great deal of member engagement has come
forth this year in all forms – conversations and questions, support and opposition – all of which are valued and
welcomed. We have seen, heard, and read many perspectives, opinions, and points of view on how we
Updated Thursday, October 22, 2020
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operate as a board and as a national association. This discourse has filled our sails to move us forward, to
challenge our courses of action, and to make us consider and reconsider the trajectories before us.
Our journey has included welcoming aboard our new Executive Director, David Kerr. He has taken the helm of
our association’s business with key priorities set to keep our course true. Together like compass and sextant,
David has been working diligently with our Administrative Assistant, Sally Scheel, keeping our organization
sailing smoothly along the waters. The board, for its part, has seen a number of members come and go, taking
leave where necessary and when they saw fit. We are grateful to those who dedicated time to serve on the
board this term: Christopher Desloges, Carolyn Carter, Chrissy Montgomery, Alana McKenna, Brenda Jenkins,
and Sheila Keats.
The outbreak of the coronavirus only month ago, but feeling like ages, changed the way we work in ways we
could have never imagined. Our focus shifted to personal protection, caring for those around us, and ensuring
public safety. As interpreters, this meant a change in how we work, how much we work, and whether we have
been able to work at all. As colleagues, we have rallied together to support each other. As a board, we have
tried to do our part to support members and the association with initiatives around resource collection,
membership renewal, and information sharing. Every step taken has been one with no map to follow, hoping it
would strengthen the rigging as we navigate the storm.
The COVID-19 storm has cast many shadows on us, including the heavy decision to cancel the CASLI 2020
Conference. We are grateful to the committee chairs and the many volunteers who dedicated years of work,
time, and energy into what would undoubtedly have been a phenomenal conference.
Still, through these clouds have shone a few silver linings. In light of the heightened media attention on
interpreters, the Media Relations Committee was struck to look into best practices for interpreters working
with media outlets. As well, the working group tasked with developing our Social Media position paper
completed its draft, now ready for continued review and reading circles. And, the transition to working online
that social distancing has required of us has translated into colleagues connecting and collaborating across
cities, provinces, and the country entire.
Now we look to the horizon, to a new crew of volunteers who will harness the winds in our sails so we might
continue on this course leading towards a better, just, and accessible future.
The 2019-2020 Board of Directors,
Wayne Nicholson
Rebecca Stuckless
Anne Websdale
Dave Bell-Patterson
Carmelle Cachero

President’s Message to Members
Hello CASLI,

This is my final report as president for the 2019-2020 term. The roads of these past nine months have been
paved with challenge after challenge. I’d like to recognize the members of Silent No More and to thank them
for their call to action for our association to make long-overdue changes. We’ve tried to effect change in line
with the points of their call. We’ve been mindful of our stepping, at time moving two steps forward and one
step back again. Just as Rome was not built in a day, so too does change take time. We need to measure twice
to ensure we rebuild our association in a sound and solid way; to take the required time to rebuild our Rome.
We have accomplished a number of the goals we had set for this term, as shared in our monthly updates.
We’ve welcomed our new Executive Director, who’s working alongside our Administrative Assistant, already
taking the lead on two major programs: the complaint resolution process and the Canadian Evaluation System
(CES). I’m optimistic that these, once rebuilt, will be pillars in our new Rome.
Work is being done on the complaint resolution process to address issues identified by members of Silent No
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More and those brought forward by other members. Similarly, the CES is being revised with changes reflective
of issues identified by Silent No More and our membership at large, including our Deaf Interpreter members.
Taking the time to rebuild Rome means taking the time to rebuild these programs properly. Both have been
made priorities in our strategic planning.
To this year’s AGM, already a number of motions have been submitted, and I’m very much looking forward to
the discussion they’ll generate. Some will inform our strategic plan, while others will ask us to take pause to
fully appreciate the changes they would mean for our association – so we might see what the future of CASLI
might look like moving forward. We’ll see a greater number of member votes on some motions as well.
Suffice it to say, this year has been unique. The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic meant the cancellation of
the 2020 conference as well as moving our AGM online. We’ve secured a parliamentarian, well-versed in
Robert’s Rules of Order, to advise and keep us on track as we work through business on Saturday. He’ll meet
you tomorrow evening online (Thursday, August 12, 2020) to review these rules and explain how they help
conduct business at the AGM. Please visit this AGM website for more information.
Some members of this 2019-2020 board will finish their terms on Saturday, while other will stay on in varying
capacities. I’d like to thank those who'll be moving on from the board: Dave Bell-Patterson and Anne
Websdale. The rest of the current members will stay on, possibly in different roles depending on elections on
at the AGM. And, I’m looking forward to new members who will take on roles with the next board!
Again, I'm excited for this year’s AGM and our coming together: together for change, together for the future.
Thank you. Wayne Nicholson
President, 2019-2020

Executive Director’s Message to Members
Hello CASLI members,

My name is David Kerr, executive director of CASLI since joining the association on March 25, 2020. I have
learned a great deal in this time, making the most of new opportunities, taking on challenges as they’ve come,
and learning from new ideas; a steep learning curve to say the least! Like all of us, the CASLI office has had to
tackle the impacts of the coronavirus outbreak, adapting to new changes in how we operate. I would like to
thank each member of the board for their support and cooperation
since I started in this role: President Wayne Nicholson, Vice-President Becky Stuckless, Secretary Dave BellPatterson, Treasurer Anne Websdale, and Evaluations Officer Carmelle Cachero. I’m thrilled to see the AGM
preparations under way!
I would also like to thank the members of the CASLI 2020 Conference Planning Committee for the years of
hard work for what would’ve been a great conference in beautiful British Columbia. It’s unfortunate that
COVID-19 meant the cancellation of the conference, but the health and safety of our members had to came
first.
Onto operations: The board has approved the budget for the 2020/2021 fiscal year. This will help us lay the
roadmap for the work we have to do in a clear and transparent way. This year we have continued work on our
CASLI programs. First, we have begun the process of hiring a CES manager for the Canadian Evaluation System.
All interested candidates should read the posting and consider applying. The application and hiring process is
based on report recommendations to ensure the successful candidate help develop a five-year plan for our
association, incorporating feedback from members to ultimately benefit all our members, Deaf and hearing
alike.
Second, We are moving forward with a focussed review of the Professional Conduct Review Process (PCRP).
We have brought on a consultant who specializes in restorative practices with a background in removing
systemic discriminatory, racist, ableist, and other oppressive policies and practices. This work is to be, from the
onset, done in collaboration with under-represented groups within our association, such as our IBPOC
members, to ensure that the process is fulsome in its understanding of the issues needing attention. One goal
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of bringing on a consultant now is to lay the groundwork to hire a full-time PCRP staff person who’ll work
through this restorative practice lens.
Third, the new CASLI website project has been moving forward well, but was slowed as we changed focus to
membership renewal. With that done we’re able to return our attention to the website with the design firm.
The target end date to launch the entire new website is January 1, 2021. The public-facing side of the website
should be ready soon, and the members-only side set for launch at the start of the new year. (Similar to the
avlic.ca website, the new site will have a private section accessible only to members).
A great deal of thanks is due to Sally Scheel, our Administrative Assistant, for her tireless work. Among the
seemingly endless list of things she does, Sally responds to members’ needs, engages in discussions, and keeps
in regular contact with everyone. I personally want to thank her for everything I’ve learned from her and all
the support she’s offered to me in everything CASLI.
I would also like to thank Jennifer Best for her support as I’ve transitioned into my role. She has helped me
with matters of finance, operations, and other aspects of my duties as Executive Director.
I’m looking forward to the things to come. Know that as I move forward with my work, I do so with the best
interests of members in mind. And, I do this with an open mind, eager for feedback and dialogue to bring forth
new ideas. These could be training, new updates, or learning opportunities for everyone. This, in addition to
the CES, PCRP, and website programs I mentioned above, are the leading priorities of my work.
In closing, I’m thankful to you all for your support and welcome, and am happy to be a part of this team
working for our members and the Deaf communities we serve.
Thank you,
David Kerr

Standing and Ad-Hoc Committee Reports

By-Laws, Policy and Procedures Committee
The Bylaws, Policy and Procedures Committee has no business to report, as no updates to CASLI documents were requested since the
last AGM. In the past, the Executive Director has forwarded to the committee motions ratified by the membership and its board of
directors to incorporate any updates to any applicable bylaw, policy, or procedure document.
Thank you, Tracy Hetman
Bylaws, Policy and Procedures Committee
Educational Interpreting Issues Committee (EIIC)
The EIIC has no new business to report at this time. Revisions on CASLI's Interpreters in the Educational Settings (1992) began in 2015,
and needs continued review and updating. We will be looking to welcome new members to the EIIC in the next term.
Thank you,
Educational Interpreting Issues Committee
Evaluations Committee
The Evaluations Committee has had a busy year and has a number of items to share with the membership. As lead of the committee, I
represented CASLI at the WASLI 2019 Conference in Paris and am currently the Canadian representative with WASLI – North America.
The Evaluations Committee worked with the CASLI Administrative Assistant in organizing two offerings of the WTK.
The August 2019 offering resulted in three successful participants at the August 2019, while the November 2019 offering resulted in no
successful participants. The May 2020 offering had to be cancelled due to COVID-19. Without venues open and the need for social
distancing, it was very difficult to figure out a way to offer the test in a safe and practical way. Since then, we have prepared for the next
offering to be held remotely, scheduled for August 22, 2020, for 16 members who’ve have registered to take the test.
With an Executive Director now in place with CASLI, we are able to resume the process of following the recommendations of the Phase
Three Rating Review Team. We are currently on the search for a CES manager to implement the recommendations put forth by this
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task force.
Carmelle Cachero, Evaluations Officer
Media Relations Committee
The Media Relations Committee was struck to respond to the heightened media attention on interpreters during the coronavirus
pandemic at press conferences, news updates, and other media engagements. This committee is tasked with developing best practices
when working with media that align with our Code of Ethics and Guidelines for Professional Conduct, resources for members to utilize
to prepare for this type of work, and information to be shared with media outlets about how to work with interpreters.
Any interested members, either currently working with media outlets or those with insight into this field of work, should contact
president@casli.ca and vicepresident@casli.ca to join this committee.
Task Force on Sign Language Interpreting Service Fees
October 2019, the Task Force on Sign Language Interpreting Service Fees was struck by the CASLI Board of Directors as a research
group to collect data on rates set for interpreting services by our members across Canada. Concerns were brought forward to the
Board about the impact of interpreting fees for service, Deaf community access and what it all means to long-term sustainability.
Chris Kenopic was named as the Chair, Wayne Nicholson as the Board liaison and 5 members resulted from the Call for Volunteers sent
out to the membership. Since that time, individuals have left or joined the Task Force.
At this time, Chris has recently stepped down as Chair. His leadership and dedication to ensuring interpreting services are accessible
not only physically but financially is greatly appreciated. Current Task Force members are Theresa Barker-Simms, Liz Scully, Tim Keslick
and Ryan Kraft. Moving forward, additional members from beyond central Canada are encouraged to join to provide diversity and input
from the regional perspectives that make up our vast country.
Industry standards and regional differences are captured in Canada by the National Occupation Classification (NOC) and federal Job
Bank. Similarly, freelance interpreter fee information is gathered and shared by sign language organizations such as the National Union
of British Sign Language Interpreters (NUBSLI) on-line and the European Forum of Sign Language Interpreters (EFSLI) in reports.
The Task Force has researched survey tools used by other sign language interpreting organizations and are determining the data that
would benefit CASLI members, the Deaf community, and those responsible for arranging access. A survey is under development to
capture this information from our membership. The idea is to collect a ‘snap-shot’ of fee for service practices across our country. This is
where wider geographical representation on the Task Force would be an asset to avoid crucial points being missed. As with other
countries, we are asking for fee ranges and other general norms.
The information gathered will give the membership a better awareness of current industry standards. CASLI can then begin to explore
their impact on interpreting services availability and access for Deaf people.
Ad-Hoc Committee to Establish a Diversity Advisory Committee
At the 2018 AGM, a motion was carried to set up an ad-hoc committee to establish parameters for a standing
Diversity Advisory Committee. This committee was to offer support and advice to the CASLI board around
oppression, racism, audism, and other forms of discrimination. This committee has no new research to share
as it has had no members nor chairperson to conduct the research.
Any members wanting to join this committee, as a member or chairperson, should send an email to
president@casli.ca or vicepresident@casli.ca.

Messages from Affiliate Chapters
We are grateful for the continued partnerships with our Affiliate chapters: WAVLI, ASLIA, MAVLI, SLINC, OASLI,
ASLI-NB, MAPSLI, and NAVLI.

Westcoast Association of Visual Language Interpreters, WAVLI

This last year has been a busy one for WAVLI as we work to improve our association, adjust to the challenges
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of 2020, and heed the calls to action of the Black Lives Matter movement sweeping the globe.
After seeing the strong relationship between MAVLI and the three Deaf associations in Manitoba during the
CASLI 2019 AGM, WAVLI recommitted to strengthening our working relationship with our local Deaf
association. We are pleased to report we have partnered with the Greater Vancouver Association of the Deaf
on a variety of projects in the last year and are working to continue building on that relationship in the coming
year.
This year has been a challenging one for the association and many of our members as we adjust to the "new
normal" required as we deal with the impact of COVID-19. WAVLI, with partners from the Deaf community,
was successful in advocating to the provincial government for all COVID-19 briefings to be interpreted into ASL
utilizing local Deaf Interpreters as the on-camera interpreter. WAVLI also successfully hosted our AGM via
Zoom and has been working to make professional development and other offerings available online.
Lastly, the WAVLI Board members continue on our personal journeys of unlearning the implicit biases we carry
and we re-affirmed to the membership our commitment to root out systemic injustices when they are
identified or brought to our attention. WAVLI is looking at ways that we can continue this important dialogue
and ensure we are an association that is truly welcoming and representative of its entire membership.
We look forward to another year full of change for our profession as we all work to advance the field of sign
language interpretation in Canada.
Tyler Churchman - WAVLI President

Association of Sign Language Interpreters of Alberta, ASLIA

We are proud to be hosting the CASLI 2022 conference. The conference committee has been struck and
planning began early this year. We look forward to welcoming you all to Alberta!
Our annual Wine draw fundraiser in November brought in 38 interested teams - 190 players, and raised
$2350.00 for the association.
ASLIA provided several PD opportunities including smaller, informal, community chats on designated topics
such as Educational interpreting, Funerals and Semantics. Weekend workshops on Queer signs and Indigenous
culture were other learning opportunities provided through ASLIA.
As a response to Silent No More, ASLIA established a committee, Addressing Race and Privilege, where
members are invited into discussion and action recognizing individual and organizational complicity and
accountability in systemic racism and to take part in dismantling current racist structure. ASLIA hosted a
workshop in Maskwacis: An Introduction to Indigenous Culture as it pertains to Interpreting. The tremendous
interest in this workshop led the ARP committee to develop a one year learning plan which included
relationship building with the Deaf Indigenous community, participation in several cultural events, reciprocity
and four workshops. March 8th saw the successful completion of the first workshop in the series. As so many
people have experienced, COVID-19 has impacted ASLIA and plans moving forward with participation in
cultural events as well as in person workshops. As 2020-2021 is re-envisioned, the ARP committee continues to
meet and look at new ways to continue this important work and learning.
In the absence of a national PCRP, ASLIA recognizes that individuals and communities who rely on interpreting
services are left vulnerable without a channel to grieve unethical decisions and business practices. ASLIA has
attempted to clarify and understand what a local PCRP process would entail recognizing the need to maintain
professional standards and preserve relationships with the Deaf community.
A new trend that has swept our field in Alberta is VRI. Alberta Health Service's decision to only provide VRI in
hospitals is impacting our community and ASLIA is communicating with the Alberta Association of the Deaf in
response to the influx of feedback from interpreters and consumers.
ASLIA has been in regular communication with Affiliate Chapter Presidents and CASLI Board regarding CASLI
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restructure. ASLIA hosted a virtual community meeting to address changes that are being put forward that will
significantly impact the current structure and relationship between Chapter Affiliates and CASLI. ASLIA has
collected and synthesized members' thoughts and suggestions and shared that with the group of individuals
seeking change.
ASLIA AGM has been postponed from the end of April to September 19, 2020. We look forward to hosting our
first virtual AGM next month. This AGM is the end of a 2-year term for ASLIA board members and the
membership will be nominating and voting in new directors.
Alicia Ponciano - ASLIA President

Manitoba Association of Visual Language Interpreters, MAVLI

Over the past year MAVLI has continued strengthening our community relationships. Monthly events
coordinated alongside the Manitoba Deaf Association (MDA), Manitoba Deaf Sports Association (MDSA), and
Manitoba Cultural Society of the Deaf (MCSD) have been a great success in getting people together. This
alongside monthly ASL nights have connected Deaf community members and interpreting community
members. Responding to COVID has temporarily shifted most of these events to a virtual platform as we look
to find new ways to maintain these connections.
We have also supported our membership with various professional development opportunities and are now
looking towards supporting prospective interpreters with the hopes of reaching underrepresented
communities. Our new website is operational and soon to house a variety of resources.
We are hopeful that the upcoming year will be one of growth as we navigate this new normal, recognize and
work to remove systemic barriers that pervade our association and community and continue to unpack our
own biases.
Cindy Boscow - MAVLI President 2015-2021

Ontario Association of Sign Language Interpreters, OASLI

The Ontario Association of Sign Language Interpreters (OASLI) has had a busy year since our last AGM held in
Winnipeg. Currently, we have over 300 active members which consist of 295 ASL Interpreters, 1 LSQ
Interpreter, and 23 Deaf Interpreters. Here are a few highlights from the last year.
OASLI has engaged members of the IBPOC Deaf and Interpreting communities as part of our work towards
operating with an anti-racist framework. We are striving to work collaboratively with the community in order
to provide more opportunities for members to reflect, grow, and develop a better understanding of how we
can work to incorporate an anti-racist framework within our interactions through our work and community
involvement. More specifically, we have put forth and passed a motion for the OASLI Board to hire a
consultant to create a proposal which includes a structure and outline of future Professional Development
opportunities on the topic of Racism.
Following the Foundations I and CODA Foundations I offerings in the Spring of 2019, we brought Betty
Colonomos up to Canada one more time for Deaf Foundations I & II Workshop in the fall as the third workshop
offering to our community. It was very well received, and we are so grateful to have Betty come here to share
her knowledge with us.
In late fall, we had a double feature day providing another professional development workshop, “DEPICTION
of AGENTS” co-sponsored with Canadian Hearing Services (CHS) presented by Bijaya Shrestha. The participants
included Deaf and Hearing interpreters with both students and experienced interpreters in the mix. A
wonderful afternoon of learning! That same day, the ASL Community of Niagara & Deaf Culture Centre hosted
“In Search of Signed Music: An Anthology of the work of Ian Sanborn” which was sponsored in part by OASLI.
Our AGM soon followed that event where we elected a new Board of Directors to continue the work of OASLI
into 2020.
Our first major event of 2020 was the Abababa Farewell Tour Workshop and Performance. Coda, Alan R.
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Abarbanell, performed his one-man show for a very engaged audience and offered a workshop earlier in the
day to the community.
Soon after, the effects of the pandemic came with schools and businesses closing, and public events being
cancelled. We have not been able to hold any in-person meetings or events since March but we are engaging
with community members to hopefully hold some workshop opportunities in the fall. The OASLI Board has also
continued working remotely and holding board meetings online. We will be having our Annual General
Meeting in the fall and will be voting in a new Board.
Carmelle Cachero - OASLI President

Association of Sign Language Interpreters of New Brunswick, ASLI-NB

This year the COVID-19 pandemic made our chapter think about things differently. We have temporarily
moved our meetings online via Zoom. This allows the opportunity for all ASLI-NB members to join our
meetings, not just the ones residing in NB.
In March 2020, we were able to hold our AGM in person just before COVID hit.
Since our AGM, our executive board has been hard at work redesigning our logo, working on a website, and
rebranding from Association of Visual Language Interpreters of New Brunswick (AVLI-NB) to the Association of
Sign Language Interpreters of New Brunswick (ASLI-NB).
We strive to have open conversations about race, racism and racial justice. We have turned our attention to
the BIPOC community. Membership is sharing resources to educate ourselves about systemic racism, we have
started a reading circle and discussion groups.
We continue to partner with our Deaf communities and our interpreting agency NBDHHS for fundraisers,
community events and to raise awareness about Deaf Culture in NB.
We continue to Grow Together!
Becky Schirato - ASLI-NB President
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Please note that the following are copies. For original drafts and formatting, see www.casliagm.com/agenda

Appendix A: CASLI 2019 AGM MINUTES – Pending Approval
Annual General Meeting 2019
MINUTES – Pending Approval

University of Winnipeg
515 Portage Avenue Winnipeg, MB Canada R3B 2E9
Saturday, June 8, 2019 Scheduled 9 a.m. – 5 p.m. CST
Chair: Alana McKenna, Acting President
Clerk: Jocelyn Mark, Past-President

1. Welcome, Housekeeping and Introduction of Special Guests
Call to order at 9:25am.
The AGM opened with a land acknowledgement: The meeting today is being held on the original
lands of Anishinaabeg, Cree, Oji-Cree, Dakota, and Dene peoples, and on the homeland of the Métis
Nation.
We respect the Treaties that were made on these territories, we acknowledge the harms and
mistakes of the past, and we dedicate ourselves to move forward in partnership with Indigenous
communities in a spirit of reconciliation and collaboration.
The President introduced Maureen Haan, Parliamentary Advisor. The President introduced the
Board.
2. Quorum Check
Quorum is 244 votes. Present count tallied 415 voting cards, sufficient to meet quorum.
3. Approval of the Agenda

MOTION WP19G-01: I move to accept the agenda as presented. Tyler Churchman (Becky Schirato)
CARRIED
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4. Motion to Limit Debate
MOTION WP19G-02: I move to limit debate of topics to 15 minutes and 2 minutes per person. Sheila
Keats (Janice Lyons)
CARRIED
5. Approval of the (2018) Annual General Meeting Minutes
MOTION WP19G-03: I move to approve the minutes of the July 14, 2018 Annual General Meeting,
held in Niagara Falls, Ontario
Sheila Keats (Jocelyn Mark)
CARRIED
6. Motion to approve financial auditor
MOTION WP19G-04: I move to employ the services of Jeffrey D Milgram Professional Corporation
Chartered Professional Accountant / Licensed Public Accountant of Toronto ON, to audit the
2019/2020 financial statements.
Brenda Jenkins (Alana McKenna)
CARRIED
7. Motion to Close New Business from the Floor
MOTION WP19G-05: I move to close new business from the floor. Becky Schirato (Alicia Ponciano)
CARRIED
8. New Business
8.1 Motion to change Deaf Interpreter Membership Criteria

MOTION WP19G-06: I move that the Deaf Interpreter Membership Criteria be changed to:
- Graduation from a CASLI-recognized Interpreter Education Program OR:
- Meet all of the following criteria:
 20 documented hours of work as a Deaf Interpreter
 10 documented hours of professional development specific to Deaf Interpreting
 10 documented hours of professional development specific to the process of interpreting
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10 documented hours of professional development specific to ethics Remove 4-year
timeframe

Remove 2 letters of support (1 from Affiliate Chapter and 1 from Deaf Organization or CASLI
member).
Anita Harding (Alice Delude)
FAILED

8.2 Motion to disband Anti-Audism Committee
MOTION WP19G-07: I move to disband the Anti-Audism Ad Hoc Committee motioned in 2012,
CA12G-476
Nigel Howard (Anita Harding) CARRIED

The work of this committee has been a difficult one. The committee has struggled to move forward with the
work as it is quite a large task. The committee has also struggled to maintain volunteers and to understand
how to proceed with the tasks of this motion.
The committee was able to complete the audit of the current reality of audism within the Canadian context. A
survey was distributed in the spring of 2018. The results of that survey will be shared with:
- Canadian Association of the Deaf, for the review of their current Anti-Audism Position Paper.
The Canadian Association of the Deaf currently has a position paper on audism CAD- ASC will be conducting a
review of their position paper in the fall of 2019.
- Professional Conduct Review Process (PCRP) program for the development of anti- audism resources
and education. As part of the structure of the PCRP, resources dedicated to anti-audism behaviours
will be developed.
This committee strongly recommends that CASLI and its members look to CAD-ASC to guide our behaviours
and for support in developing future policies.
This committee recognizes that as interpreters we need to acknowledge our position and our behaviours. This
completes the work of the Anti-Audism committee.
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8.3 Motion to accept the Guide to Interpreting Legal Discourse and Working in Legal Setting
MOTION WP19G-08: I move acceptance of the document GUIDE TO INTERPRETING LEGAL
DISCOURSE & WORKING IN LEGAL SETTINGS
Rationale:
The provision of interpreting services within the legal system has evolved. With the increased availability of
trained Deaf Interpreters and use of technology to provide interpretation along with current research and best
practices, there was a need to update INTERPRETING LEGAL DISCOURSE & WORKING IN LEGAL SETTINGS: AN
AVLIC POSITION PAPER last revised in 2011. In 2018, Dr.
Russel approached the CASLI board and was given approval and terms of reference to begin the revision of the
document.
CASLI members, Dr. Debra Russell, Michael Pidwerbeski, Wayne Nicholson, Rebecca Stuckless, along with
Board Liason, Sheila Keats formed the current revision team.
This document is intended to shape standards for interpreting legal discourse and working in legal settings in
Canada in ways that can be supported by CASLI members and provincial Ministries of the Attorney General.
Some highlights of the revised document address incorporating Deaf Interpreters into the legal interpreting
team and considerations for providing interpreting remotely. This document is not meant to be a training
manual; rather, it is designed to offer guidance to the reader. By identifying qualifications, roles,
responsibilities, and protocol for legal discourse and legal settings, CASLI advances the profession by ensuring
consistency of service provision and encouraging a standard of service that effectively serve consumers and
the legal profession. It also serves to guide those interpreters who aspire to work in legal matters, providing
information about the knowledge and skills required for this specialization.

Financial Impact: None
Rebecca Stuckless (Wayne Nicholson)
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9. Confirmation of Acts
MOTION WP19G-09: I, as president, move that all Acts, contracts, bylaws, proceedings,
appointments, elections and payments enacted, made done or taken by the Directors and Officers of
the Association of Visual Language Interpreters of Canada (AVLIC) for
the 2018-2019 term and the same as set out or referred to in the minutes of the Board
of Directors or in the Financial Statements submitted to this meeting be hereby
approved and affirmed.
Alana McKenna (Sheila Keats)
FAILED

MOTION WP19G-10: I move to suspend the
meeting.
Mandy MacDonald (Cindy Boscow) CARRIED
Formal meeting suspended at 10:23am

Town hall style meeting ensued. Roberts Rules of Order were not in effect. Selected comments and
questions related to ensuring election events captured below.
Given the unique nature of Board elections during a non-conference year, membership had the
opportunity to discuss topics around Board composition (e.g., maximum number of directors, all
new vs. carry-over), review of the last year, etc.
A letter to the membership by Angi Tippett was read (attached to these minutes, as requested) in
response to nominations to the Board.
A WAVLI member, through their proxy holder, responded to a point in the letter which read the
current Board members had self-nominated, stating that said member had nominated some of the
Board members for re-election, and that they had not self-nominated. Alana McKenna also clarified
that that the past Board members running for re-election had not self-nominated, rather were
nominated by other members.
The current Board members running for re-election were asked why their nomination biographies
and platforms were not submitted until after the May 30 th, 2019, deadline. The response was that
while nominations had been accepted prior to the deadline, biographies and platforms were not
added to the list of candidates until after the deadline so as to encourage other members to
nominate colleagues or themselves to the Board; lest members think because of the current
members’ nominations would fill an incoming Board and thus discourage others from running.
Tyler Churchman explained that, due in part to previous WAVLI AGM and voting issues, WAVLI
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bylaws do not allow for acclamations to Board positions. Instead, voting ballots for all positions have
the nominee(s) and an option to leave the position vacant.
Alana McKenna detailed the meeting the Board had with Silent No More following the failed
October 2018 election. The two-hour meeting was emotional and the immediate focus was on
attentive discussion and listening, not on recording minutes. While the SNM group had a note taker,
it was agreed that those notes would not yet be shared. The Board committed to reflecting on their
experience and biases and to learning more about system issues, while not asking too much of SNM
but to ask for guidance from time to time. As such, there has not been too much dialogue between
the Board and SNM outside of this meeting and intermittent contacts.
Maureen Haan explained to the membership how voting would occur. Prior to the AGM, the Board
discussed the unique nature of this election and, having been asked for secret ballot voting, have
arranged for ballot voting in lieu of public voting cards. She also listed the number of candidates for
each position and the possibility for a non-person option on all ballots, which would allow for a
position to be left vacant. Maureen clarified that current CASLI protocol does not allow for such a
non-person option, instead follows a majority rule. A motion would have to be carried to change
voting protocol.
Maureen Haan encouraged the membership to vote on the maximum number of positions that
would make up the Board of Directors. If a position is left vacant, the Board has the authority to
appointment someone to a position during the year, to then be re-affirmed at the following AGM.
Formal meeting resumed 11:41am
10. Elections for the 2019-2020 AVLIC Board of Directors
MOTION WP19G-11: I move that the CASLI Board composition remain at nine (9) positions. Tyler
Churchman (Krishna Madaparthi)
CARRIED
MOTION WP19G-12: I move to include a non-person option to the ballots. Becky Schirato (Dawn-Marie

Wilson) CARRIED

MOTION WP19G-13: I nominate Carmelle Cachero for the Director of Evaluations position. Becky
Schirato (Becky Stuckless)
CARRIED
MOTION WP19G-14: I move to close nominations from the floor. Cindy Boscow (Becky Schirato)
CARRIED
President – no nominee selected
Recessed for lunch – 12:20pm – 12:50pm
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MOTION WP19G-15: I move that the vote count be made public for the President. Becky Stuckless
(Carmelle Cachero)
CARRIED




No Person: 241
Wayne Nicholson: 141
Christopher Desloges: 36

Vice President – Sheila Keats
2nd Vice President – Brenda Jenkins
Vice President. Heather Crane
(Becky Stuckless)
Vice President







Sheila Keats: 312
Becky Stuckless: 70
Christopher Desloges: 19
Brenda Jenkins: 9
No Person: 1







2nd Vice President
Brenda Jenkins: 190
Becky Stuckless: 108
Christopher Desloges: 85
No Person: 42
Sheila Keats: 5 (spoiled)

C
A

Secretary – David Bell Patterson

MOTION WP19G-17: I move to accept by acclamation the treasurer nomination
for Anne Websdale.
Cindy Boscow (Becky Scharito)
CARRIED

Evaluations Officer – Carmelle Cachero
Past President – Alana McKenna

MOTION WP19G-16: I move that the vote count be made public for the Vice President and 2 nd
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Director – Chrissy Montgomery
Director – Christopher Desloges

MOTION WP19G-18: I move to destroy the ballots. Tyler Churchman (Krishna Madaparthi)
CARRIED
11. Announcements
 Thank you to the scrutineers for their hard work today.
 Thank you to Maureen for her dedication to CASLI and guidance today.
 Thank you to Sally Scheel and Jennifer Best for all their hard work preparing for today’s
AGM.
 CASLI 2020 conference website is up and encourage people to look at the website for
additional information.
 ASLIA will be hosting the CASLI 2022 conference.
 Join us this evening for the Magic of ASL at 7:00pm Prairie Theatre Exchange 393 Portage
Ave, 3rd floor, 7:00pm


Special announcement: David Still Memorial IEP Graduating Student Award 2019 recipient
is Janine Guinn. Congratulations!

12. Adjournment
MOTION WP19G-19: I move to adjourn the meeting. Sheila Keats (Treena Turcotte)
Meeting adjourned at 2:32pm
Appendix

Letter to the membership, Angi Tippett (Active member)
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Letter to the membership
Words cannot express how disappointed and offended I, and others, feel upon learning that current
Board members have self-nominated. This is a hurtful act of racism and, according to the
biographies and platforms they provided, planned in advance. It’s been less than a year since Silent
No More set the membership on their heels when they tabled several demands that addressed the
systemic racism in our Association. Even at my age my memory is not that short.
At the top of SNM’s list was the need for the current Board to resign their positions and not stand
for election again. An extension of 90 days was granted and it’s now ½ a term later. The very least
they can do is demonstrate a modicum of respect to SNM and those they represent by stepping
aside at this time. It’s noteworthy to mention that NOT ONE OF THEM even mentioned SNM and
their willingness to work together.
A number of other members have come forward for election, enough for us to have more than is
required as per our ByLaws. Appointments can be made after the AGM if it’s determined that more
Directors are needed. If documents are in proper order, and the current Board is sincere in their
statements about supporting the incoming Board then they don’t need to be on the Board. They can
act as resources when called upon by the new Board.
I respectfully ask that they all withdraw their names. If they refuse to do so, I respectfully implore
the members to vote in opposition to their election.
Angi Tippett
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Appendix B: Proposal Video Remote Interpreting Position Paper

Video Remote Interpreting
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Video Remote Interpreting
Purpose of this Document
The purpose of this document is to provide general information about American Sign LanguageEnglish video remote interpreting services and to set out recommendations for working conditions
that promote effective and sustainable quality interpreting services for all users, subsequently
maintaining the health and wellbeing of interpreters working in these environments. It is intended
to provide important information for consumers regarding the appropriate application of video
remote interpreting, as well as to guide professional practice and decision making for interpreters.
Video Relay Services versus Video Remote Interpreting
Technology has affected the provision of interpreting services for both spoken and signed language
interpreters, specifically through the development of video relay services (VRS) and video remote
interpreting (VRI).
1. Video Relay Services1
The Canadian Radio and Telecommunication Commission (CRTC), the federal regulator of video relay
services in Canada, describes VRS as a: basic telecommunications service that enables (deaf) people
who use sign language and (hearing) telephone users to communicate. The deaf caller connects to a
VRS interpreter operator using Internet- based videoconferencing software. The hearing caller
connects to the VRS interpreter through conventional phone services.
Regardless of who is initiating the call, the interpreter is able to connect the line through to the
other party and interprets the conversation2. Napier et al (2018) describe VRS calls as “hybrid-media
calls, whereby videoconferencing technology is used between the deaf caller and interpreter, while
the hearing caller has no access to visual information and is expected to treat the call like any other
telephone conversation.”
VRS in Canada, implemented in 2016, is classified as a telecommunication service and, as such, is not
an interpreting service option when participants are in the same location. Further, VRS was not
designed for assignments that are lengthy or complex in nature, such as staff meetings, legal
processes, or medical or paramedical appointments. VRS is free.
2. Video Remote Interpreting3
VRI is an interpreting service provided via any number of videoconferencing platforms, where at
least one person, often the interpreter, is at a separate location. VRI may be arranged in different
ways, such as pre-booked appointments or on-demand service. Payment for service may be
structured in different ways as well, including per minute, per hour, negotiated contracts, rate plans,
or based on individual usage (RID 2010).

1

Three-way telephone or videoconference Interpreter-mediated communication using only spoken languages
is referred to as teleconference interpreting, telephone interpreting or videoconference interpreting. Video
Remote Interpreting is the term used for sign language interpreting for video conferencing services.
Interpreting phone calls using sign language interpreter operators is referred to as video relay services (Braun,
2015).
2
https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/phone/acces/rela.htm accessed May 2019
3
Also referred to as distance interpreting by the International Association of Conference Interpreters (AIIC).
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Currently, VRI services are not regulated by CRTC or any other supervising body, therefore,
standards of service and quality can vary significantly. For both spoken and signed language
interpreters, there is an increased demand for interpreting services via VRI (Braun, 2015), hence the
need to educate the public to ensure that the service is provided in an effective manner. The
sections that follow are intended to outline the professional and technical standards necessary to
ensure a successful VRI experience.
Ensuring a Successful VRI Experience
Regardless of the setting, when accepting assignments sign language interpreters must ensure they
have the linguistic and interpreting competence, as well as the requisite experience in the setting.
They must observe the ethical and professional conduct standards set out by the Canadian
Association of Sign Language Interpreters4 (CASLI). These expectations extend to VRI assignments.
Additionally, in order to ensure a successful VRI experience, interpreters also need to understand
the benefits and limitations of VRI, the established protocols for delivering remote interpreting
services, how to prepare in advance of assignments, the staffing requirements (whether the
assignment requires more than one interpreter), training on the equipment to be used, technical
set-up, internet connectivity, and the processes to be implemented if VRI is not successful.

Benefits and Limitations of VRI
Several organizations, including the World Federation of the Deaf (WFD) and the USA-based Registry
of Interpreters for the Deaf (RID) have outlined the benefits and limitations of using VRI services. For
example, VRI is beneficial by providing interpretation for areas where there are no qualified sign
language interpreters, or where the logistics or costs to bring an interpreter on site are prohibitive. It
can provide fast and accessible communication and may be the best alternative in an emergency
(until an interpreter can arrive on-site). However, as the WFD and RID have stated, it is not a
comprehensive replacement for on-site interpreting, and numerous factors must be considered
before using this option in high-stake settings such as legal5 or medical. Even assuming all the

technical requirements are in place, decisions about the use of VRI require input from all parties. VRI
may not be appropriate for:
 Situations involving multiple participants with an expectation of high levels of interaction
among the parties, with less structured turn-taking protocols;
 Situations where the participant(s) have additional factors to consider, such as a vision or
cognitive conditions;
 Situations where the content and interaction are highly sensitive;
 Situations where one or more parties is intoxicated with drugs and/or alcohol; and
 Settings where the consequences of errors are grave (RID, 2010);
 Situations that requires parties to move to different locations, or changing physical positions
(e.g. many medical and work-place situations);
 Situations where one or more of the parties’ function is affected by medications;
 Situations working with children.

4

Formerly known as the Association of Visual Language Interpreters of Canada (AVLIC); name change ratified
July 2016.
5
See Napier (2011) for research and recommendations regarding remote interpreting in the legal setting.
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Settings where VRI has been successful, when all of the professional and technical standards have been
put in place, include (but are not limited to):
 Meetings between lawyers and clients to prepare for a trial;
 Brief interactions at a Court Management Office to file a set of documents or establish a court
appearance date;
 Bail hearings that are non-complex;
 Interviews between a prospective job seeker and an employer;
 Meetings in the business / employment setting;
 Board, committee, council meetings for organizations;
 On-going counseling appointments where the therapist and deaf client have previously met
face-to-face, and have established a working relationship prior to using VRI;
 Interactions between service providers and their consumers (e.g. stores, counter service);
 Routine, non-complex one-to-one health-related appointments;
 Educational settings, presentations, lectures.











Professional Practice Standards
As with onsite interpreting, interpreters must take the necessary steps to maintain quality and
professional standards. The following guidelines are crucial in ensuring the best possible outcomes
for a VRI assignment:
Participants and interpreters require a shared knowledge of the session content. This means a highlevel summary of the context, and the documents that will be discussed, must be shared with
interpreters in advance of appointments. As in the community setting, booking the same
interpreters for regularly occurring assignments is often advantageous as this knowledge and
background can be carried over.
Technical aspects need to be planned to ensure high-speed broadband connections or ISDN lines to
carry both video and audio messages. The use of WIFI is not recommended as the quality of the
video (sign language) and audio reception can be dramatically altered when relying on WIFI. All
participants need to be familiar with the technology being used and it is recommended that an onsite technical support person be available. Equipment needs to be tested in advance of
assignments. Predetermined back-up plans should be in place should the technology fail.
Lighting and seating arrangements need to ensure clear sight lines between interpreters and deaf
participants and microphones need to be sufficient in number and quality for the interpreter(s) to
hear all participants in the setting, as well as for the interpreter to be heard when interpreting ASL
to English.
Background audio and visual distractions must be mitigated. For example, patterned backgrounds
on walls behind the deaf consumer, or ill-placed lighting fixtures or sunlight from windows, can
interfere with comprehension of sign language. Participants shuffling paper or tapping pens near
microphones interferes with the audio of the speakers, so these and other noisy behaviours need
to be controlled.
Camera angles must allow the interpreter(s) to see all participants, optimally one video monitor
with a full picture view of the deaf participant(s) and another video monitor for the view of the
other meeting participants. This creates the necessary sense of presence between the ‘real’
environment and the remote ‘virtual’ environment, which is vital for good performance (MoserMercer, 2003, 2005; Mouzourakis, 2006). By providing the necessary video and audio access, the
interpreter can assess the nature of the interactions and interpersonal relationships by drawing on
contextual information such as physical characteristics, posture, gaze, and facial expressions when
determining intent and tone of the source message (Setton, 1999). This includes
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access to back-channeling6 which helps the interpreter to assess the success of their interpretation
(Braun, 2015). Chernov’s (2004) research in distance (video remote) interpreting in spokenlanguage conference settings shows that a lack of relevant contextual information forces the
interpreter to resort to guesswork and to exert more energy in cognitive processing and selfmonitoring; these factors have been shown to apply to sign language remote interpreting as well
(Braun, 2007).
Consistent use of qualified interpreters7 with the appropriate skills and credentials for the setting,
including the application of team interpreting protocols8 where appropriate is paramount. In
situations where a team of interpreters will be needed, the interpreters are required to be in the
same (remote) location in order to provide the most effective interpretation.
In situations requiring a specialized team of deaf/non-deaf interpreters seating arrangements and
camera angles will need to ensure the deaf interpreter is visible to the deaf consumer, and that the
deaf interpreter can see the non-deaf pivot language interpreter 9. Finally, because the deaf/nondeaf team will be sitting opposite each other, both interpreters will require two video monitors
(four in total) – as articulated above, this is to achieve the optimal ‘sense of presence’ for each of
them.
Care must be taken regarding the length of the assignment that is interpreted in this format. VRI
causes more fatigue for the interpreter due to the extra cognitive load for interpreters working
remotely (Moser-Mercer, 2003). A sufficient number of interpreters need to be booked to ensure
the delivery of high-quality interpreting services, and sufficient rest breaks must be built into the
scheduled event.
Dispelling the Myths of VRI
It is easier – the interpreter can work from home.
VRI is not easier than onsite interpreting. The work requires the same professional standards,
including preparation work, decision-making skills, and the necessary competencies to provide
interpreting services in that particular context. In addition, as mentioned earlier, research has
identified the work as being more complex, and fatiguing (Moser-Mercer, 2003). Signed languages,
such as American Sign Language (ASL) and Langue des signes québécoise (LSQ), are visual-spatial
languages, they are three-dimensional languages. Sign languages transmitted via a video screen,
technically, provides only a two-dimensional format, which may have an effect on how well the
interpreter (or any viewer) can comprehend the language used (Mouzourakis, 2006).
It is cheaper – interpreters will lower their fees given they are working at home.
The fees set by interpreters are an individual matter, and interpreters may use a range of fees
commensurate with the demands of the interpreting setting; however, the CASLI Code of Ethics and
Guidelines for Professional Conduct10 addresses overcharging or undercutting, as well as other
business practices that undermine the integrity of the profession.
6 Backchanneling is the listeners’ response to the speakers’ message indicating their level of understanding or

agreement, such as head nodding or shaking, facial expressions of puzzlement, smiling, squirming in chair, eye
gaze, posture, etc.
7 See National Consortium of Interpreter Education Centers (December 31, 2008) for studies done in the USA
regarding the
requisite skills, knowledge and experience required for video relay interpreters.
8
See Russell (2011) article printed in AVLIC News.
9 See Stone and Russell (2014) for a detailed discussion of the work of deaf-non-deaf interpreting teams.
10 http://www.avlic.ca/ethics-and-guidlines/english
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It is secure.
Not all videoconferencing platforms are secure. In fact, many reputable interpreter service agencies
and businesses have developed proprietary software to ensure that privacy and security measures
meet government standards, for example, when providing VRI in a hospital or in a courthouse.
Platforms such as Skype, FaceTime, Zoom or Appear.in, for example, can all be “hacked” providing
no guarantee of privacy. In addition, there is no market standard for minimum connectivity when
using VRI, allowing for varying WIFI and LTE strength to affect the effectiveness of VRI in a given
situation. Interpreters without secure, private offices are encouraged to only accept VRI assignments
where they can go to a dedicated videoconference facility, for example, one that is already
established and supported in a digitally secure location.
Any interpreter can work VRI.
The most experienced interpreters find VRI interpreting challenging (Napier, Skinner, Braun, 2018),
so it is not recommended for novice interpreters or practitioners who are less linguistically capable
and/or inexperienced to accept work in this setting. Interpreters need to be highly competent in the
use of both consecutive and simultaneous interpreting, in order to make the best decisions that can
result in effective and accurate interpretation (Russell, 2005; Roberson, Russell, & Shaw, 2014).
CASLI encourages members to pursue developing their skills in VRI like they would for any other
domain, by working with Deaf and interpreter mentors and seeking experiences with skilled
teamers.
In addition, interpreters working in specific settings may have additional requirements for training
and certification. For example, the CASLI position on Interpreting Legal Discourse and Working in
Legal Settings11 states that preference must be given for interpreters that hold the Certificate of
Interpretation (COI) and have significant training and experience in legal work. Interpreters lacking
the specialized training and/or experience are ethically bound to turn down assignments for which
they are not qualified.
Canadian versus American VRI Service Providers
The standards of practice differ between Canada and the USA, as do the certification criteria and
codes of conduct. For example, the American RID Certificate of Interpretation exam certifies basic
competencies, so it is possible for interpreters with a few months of experience to pass, whereas the
Canadian certification standard is far higher; typically, interpreters require at least five years of
quality experience prior to achieving a pass. The reason for this difference lies in the focus of the
testing: RID tests for entry level competence, while CASLI tests for interpreting mastery.
In addition to differences in certification standards, RID and CASLI promote different codes of
conduct. As such, American interpreters and service providers may not be familiar with the ethics,
professional conduct and interpreting practice expectations in Canada. Therefore, American
interpreters providing VRI services in Canada should be active members of CASLI in order to
acknowledge that Canadian standards are maintained.
In addition, there are significant nuanced linguistic and cultural differences between Canadian and
American discourse. For example, signed language lexicon can vary dramatically between the two
countries, creating situations where US interpreters may be unfamiliar with sign choices used by
deaf consumers in Canada which can lead to misunderstandings and errors. The same could be true
for the English lexicon. Further, differences in

11

http://www.avlic.ca/sites/default/files/docs/AVLICInterpreting_Legal_Discourse%26Working_in_Legal_Settings.pdf
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discourse style and pragmatic knowledge12 can significantly skew the accuracy of the interpretation
if misrepresented or misunderstood.
Finally, the Canadian and USA legal, medical, governmental, etc. systems are different and
interpreters in the US will not likely have had training or be familiar with the Canadian systems,
processes and institutions. Without that context and content knowledge, the risk of interpreting
errors increases dramatically.
Professional Development
In keeping with the CASLI Code of Conduct and Guidelines for Professional Practice, interpreters
should set out annual, as well as multi-year professional development plans with at least one stated
objective (if not already achieved) to include passing the CASLI Certificate of Interpretation (COI).
Setting aside time on a regular basis to review research, journals, articles, videos, books, web and
pod casts, etc. will help maintain currency in the field. Establishing local professional practice
communities can deepen learning by gathering colleagues to discuss interpreting, cultural, social,
workplace topics or trends. Training and skills development lead to increased capacity to manage
the cognitive load of interpreting with less effort and greater efficiency.
Conclusion
It is important that VRI be understood in the contexts within which it may be used effectively. CASLI
asserts that VRI is not an absolute substitute for onsite interpreting. However, using the guidelines in
this paper may make it possible to use VRI successfully. As research in the area continues to be
published, it is incumbent on professionals to ensure they are employing knowledge and evidencebased practices to ensure that VRI services are able to closely match interpreting standards set for
onsite interpreting and to meet the expectations of the communities we serve.
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Pragmatic knowledge of language in a given context is demonstrated through one’s functional and
sociolinguistic knowledge. The Canadian Centre for Language Benchmarks (2012) document defines these
competences in the following way:
Functional Knowledge is the ability to convey and interpret the communicative intent (or function) behind a
sentence, utterance or text. It encompasses macro-functions of language use (e.g. transmission of information,
social interaction and getting things done/persuading others, learning and thinking, creation and enjoyment),
and micro-functions, or speech acts (e.g. requests, threats, warnings, pleas), and the conventions of use.
Sociolinguistic Knowledge is the ability to produce and understand utterances appropriately. It encompasses
rules of politeness; sensitivity to register, dialect or variety; norms of stylistic appropriateness; sensitivity to
"naturalness"; knowledge of idioms and figurative language; knowledge of culture, customs and institutions;
knowledge of cultural references; and uses of language through interactional skills to establish and maintain
social relationships.
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Interpreting in the Video Relay Services Environment
Purpose of this Document
The purpose of this position paper is to provide general information about interpreting in the video
relay services (VRS) environment and to outline recommendations for working conditions, policies
and procedures. In addition, this document highlights professional practices that promote the health
and wellbeing of video relay interpreters (VIs) providing services in Canada, subsequently leading to
effective and sustainable quality interpreting services.
Creating this Document
The content of this document is based on the following:
 experiential anecdotes of working video relay interpreters,
 results from a 2016 membership survey,
 academic research of the video relay services (VRS) environment, and
 a review of other relevant publications and resources.
As with other position papers that CASLI produces, a series of Reading Circles were used to gather
feedback on the content and readability. This is a living document that will be amended and revised
as new information comes to light.
Terminology
In the literature, Deaf, deaf, deafblind, and hard of hearing video relay users are referred to using
several different terms, for example, sign language users / callers, or deaf and hard of hearing users
/ callers. For this document, for the sake of readability, we will use the term “deaf callers” as the
overarching reference for all VRS users who access the call using video. Those callers using audio to
connect will be referred to as “hearing callers.”
Introduction to Video Relay Services
The first video relay services were established in Sweden in 1997 (Hellstrom, 1998). In 2000, the
United States began to provide VRS in American Sign Language (ASL), English and Spanish. In late
2016, SRV Canada VRS was established and provides interpreting services in ASL – English, and
langue des signes québécoise (LSQ) – French.
The Canadian Radio and Telecommunication Commission (CRTC), the federal regulator of video relay
services in Canada, describes VRS as a: basic telecommunications service that enables (deaf) people
who use sign language and (hearing) telephone users to communicate. The deaf caller connects to a
VRS interpreter operator using Internet-based videoconferencing programs. The hearing caller
connects to the VRS interpreter through conventional phone services.
Regardless of who is initiating the call, the interpreter is able to connect the line through to the
other party and interprets the conversation1. Napier et al (2018) describe VRS calls as “hybrid-media
calls, whereby videoconferencing technology is used between the deaf caller and interpreter, while
the hearing caller has no access to visual information and is expected to treat the call like any other
telephone conversation.” In Canada, VRS is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week and is free
for registered Canadian users making calls within North America.

1

https://crtc.gc.ca/eng/phone/acces/rela.htm accessed May 2019
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The VRS Environment
Video interpreters (VIs) interpret a diverse spectrum of calls, ranging from everyday conversations
and common business transactions to tragic and emotionally charged events. The communication
register of the interaction can range from frozen forms of audiotaped standardized texts, to formal
interactions with overt power imbalances, to intimate exchanges.
Interpreters encounter a range of unique challenges, notably:
 the quick pace at which calls are processed,
 limited or no prior knowledge of callers and call content, and
 the variety, length and topics of calls.
In addition, VIs serve deaf callers with emerging fluency in ASL or LSQ 2 with variable fluency in the

official written languages of their region (English or French). As well, hearing callers may have
emerging fluency in the official spoken languages (English or French) of their region, and accents or
dialects unfamiliar to the interpreter. Callers are of all ages, from young children to the elderly,
which naturally influences vocabulary choices and discourse style.
Callers are from all regions of Canada, and as such, may use local terminology in both the signed and
spoken languages specific to their area. In addition, deaf callers have varying degrees of familiarity
with telecommunications norms of behaviour, and hearing callers have varying degrees of familiarity
working through VRS and the interpreting process to interact with their deaf callers.
The VI’s role is to handle the interaction between callers and strive to keep both parties engaged in a
natural flow of communication. As Taylor (2005) notes, interpreters must integrate, to the best of
their ability, everything they see in sign language into their spoken interpretation and more
specifically into their voice production using prosodic markers, intonation and repetitions to create
flow and maintain the floor. This includes turn-taking behaviours, backchanneling feedback, voiced
pauses, pausing, and silence that are typical and expected by non-deaf callers (p. 15). The role also
includes customer service responsibilities while engaging with the callers (p. 17).
The Handbook of Remote Interpreting (2015) references Wadensjö’s (2003 [1993]) work where she
explains that a dialogue interpreter’s role is not only that of a relayer, reporting the message from
one party to the other, but also that of gatekeeper or coordinator of the interaction, contributing,
together with the speakers, the management of turns and of communication. Interpreter
gatekeeping can also include giving or denying access to the floor or to information content (p. 13).
During a VRS call, a number of distracting factors may impact the interpreter’s ability to concentrate
or to perceive the source language. Deaf callers are often calling from their homes, where multiple
visual distractions can be present, for example, movement from children, pets, or others in the
room. Lighting from windows or lamps (or lack thereof) can make it difficult to see the caller. The
clothing choices (or lack thereof) of the deaf caller, as well as background items in the home, can
impede the VI’s concentration. Deaf callers may be connecting from their cars (not while driving),
which can restrict the caller’s signing space. Alternatively, they may be calling from any setting in the
community, which, too, can present visual distractions in the background. If the deaf caller is signing
with one hand and holding the device with the other, which in itself presents challenges to
understanding, the movement of the device is often unsteady and the motion can significantly
impact comprehension. There can also be audio distractions in the background of the hearing
caller’s environment (e.g. music, other voices, traffic, children crying, dogs barking).

2

CASLI wishes to acknowledge there are other signed languages used in Canada such as Maritime Sign
Language, Inuit and Aboriginal Sign Languages.
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Additionally, the connection quality of the video or audio channel may be distorted or choppy,
adding to the difficulty of perceiving the source language. All of these interfering environmental
distractions or disturbances impact the VI’s ability to interpret. Therefore, robust strategies must be
developed to respond to these challenging demands.
Interpreting telephone conversations in a call centre environment means negotiating a number of
technical tasks. Specifically, VRS requires computers, secure high-speed Internet connections and
specialized audio-video software to process calls. The VI is typically working in a cubicle at a desk,
using supplementary text-based aids such as whiteboards, markers, paper and pen, etc. to help with
remembering numbers and names that occur during the call. The VI must manage headsets and
volume controls while connected to the hearing caller, as well as manage the video of the deaf caller
on the computer screen. Interpreters must also manage voice carry over (VCO) calls where deaf
callers speak for themselves and the interpreter signs the audio portion of the call.
Simultaneously, the interpreter may be using a chat box feature to relay information to, and receive
information from the deaf caller, as well as attending to instant messaging to communicate in realtime with other VI colleagues or to receive instructions from team leaders. Depending on the call
centres physical setup, if several VIs are working at the same time, there can be audio interference
from other interpreters processing calls. Additional workplace factors that impact the interpreting
environment are lighting quality and the configuration of enclosed spaces, which affects comfort
and function.
Compared to working in the community or educational environments, video relay interpreters may
be unable to properly prepare for the variety and intensity of each call’s content, increasing the
mental and cognitive demands of the interpreting task (Moser-Mercer, 2003). There are inherent
challenges for VIs because they lack a shared frame of reference with the callers (Rosenberg, 2007).
Research shows that working remotely within a call centre environment presents particular
challenges for the interpreter. Expectations include functioning at the same level as an onsite
interpreter with less preparation, less control over which assignments (calls) to accept, greater
diversity of callers, and greater diversity of topics / genres (Napier, Skinner, Braun, 2018).
Research in spoken language conference settings using video remote technology shows that a lack of
relevant contextual information, normally available during on-site interpreting settings, forces the
interpreter to resort to guesswork and to exert more energy in cognitive processing and selfmonitoring (Chernov, 2004). This finding has been shown to apply to sign language remote
interpreting3 as well (Braun, 2007).
Community, educational, and video remote interpreters have better opportunities to collect
preparatory materials, receive more breaks between assignments, and to manage the interpreting
environment to achieve the best possible quality of service. In the VRS environment, VIs do have
strategies to manage the interpreting environment, but within the service model of processing calls
as defined by the VRS employer and the government regulator of the service. As a result,
interpreters are constantly balancing service demands with how to sufficiently rest and recover
between calls to alleviate the physical and cognitive demands of working in this stationary but
spontaneous environment.

3

Using video and Internet technology, video remote interpreters (VRIs) interpret for situations where the
deaf and hearing consumers are typically in the same location (e.g. staff meetings, interviews, training,
appointments), but the interpreter is situated in a remote location. This is different from video relay
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services, which serves the telecommunication environment, and deaf and hearing callers are not (allowed
to be) in the same location. CASLI is in the process of preparing a position paper on Video Remote
Interpreting.
Canadian Labour Regulations
The Government of Canada stipulates that the standard hours for an employee working in federally
regulated Canadian industries are:
 up to eight hours in a day (any period of 24 consecutive hours),
 up to 40 hours in a week (the period between midnight on Saturday and midnight on the
Saturday that immediately follows),
 entitlement to one full day of rest each week, and
 during a week when one or more holidays occur, the standard hours of work are reduced by
up to eight hours for each holiday.
In addition, employees have the right to:
 be informed of known or foreseeable risks in the workplace and be provided with the
information, instructions, training and supervision necessary to protect their health and
safety;
 refuse to work if there is reasonable cause to believe that the workplace, or the performance
of an activity, constitutes a danger to the health and safety of employees;
 have access to government or employer reports related to the health and safety of employees
through a workplace health and safety committee or representative, and
 participate in identifying and correcting work-related health and safety concerns.
It should be noted that interpreters may work as ‘contractors’ or be designated as ‘self-employed’ in
the VRS setting. As such, they are not considered ‘employees’ as defined by the Canada Revenue
Agency, and are therefore not subject to the labour regulations set out above. However, CASLI
recommends that these regulations function as a reasonable guideline for all VIs regardless of
employment status.
Occupational Health and Safety
Each province and territory has its own legislation and regulations regarding working conditions and
occupational health and safety. These regulations state that both the employer and worker have a
dual responsibility to ensure occupational health and safety in the workplace. Employer obligations
may include providing regular training or educational sessions designed to prevent injury and
promote a healthy workplace, as well as a duty to report and document accidents or injuries.
Occupational health researchers have long noted that self-employment and piece work (payment by
units of work output produced) often lead to voluntary overwork. Similarly, self-employed workers
not only have considerable incentive to work through illness and injury, and may not be inclined to
limit the number of hours they choose to work in order to earn more income. In response, they may
choose to work past the point of fatigue and expose themselves to injury or stress-related ill health.
The self-employed interpreter should contact their territorial or provincial workers’ compensation
board or commission to obtain information on voluntary or discretionary coverage, as an “employer
by application” (Woodcock & Fischer 2008).
The incidence of Repetitive Strain Injuries among signed language interpreters is well known and
documented in the literature. Injuries and related health concerns are the result of the complex
interaction between situational factors, interpreter factors and biomechanical processes (elements
of movement) involved in the task (Fischer, Marshall, Woodcock 2012). As indicated, the VRS
environment poses unique challenges with increased complexity, duration and frequency of calls,
ergonomically static positions, emotional labour and working alone. For these reasons it is
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paramount that working conditions for VRS interpreters are designed, based on research and
evidence, to promote physical, mental and psychological good health.
Recommended Working Conditions
CASLI recommends the following factors be reflected in the policies and processes of the VRS work
environment and in the interpreter’s professional practice:
1. Call preparation
Video relay interpreters should be permitted to collect critical information from callers prior to
processing a call, in order to maximize message equivalency and to significantly increase the
effectiveness of the interpretation as well as the efficiency of the call. Information can include, but is
not limited to:
 call type (e.g. family, friend, medical, legal, bank, government department, service agency,
conference call, interview, emergency);
 call purpose (e.g. making an appointment, resolving billing issue with a company, ordering a
product, making a complaint, information gathering, social conversation);
 characteristics of the deaf caller (e.g. signing style, sign language fluency, deafblind);
 characteristics of the hearing caller (e.g. accents, speech pace, spoken language fluency);
 characteristics of the dyadic relationship (e.g. register, power balance);
 potential length of call (e.g. lengthy hold, 30 minute meeting, brief inquiry, leaving a message,
unknown); and
 regional elements (e.g. geographic and locale-specific names, regional vocabulary).
After collecting sufficient information, the interpreter becomes better equipped to determine
whether a teamer—another VI or Deaf interpreter—is necessary, or whether to accept or decline
(transfer) the call. The need for a teamer can change at any point throughout a call, and the primary
interpreter should have the ability to request or release a team member as the characteristics of the
call change.
The content of some telephone calls rarely occur in face-to-face community assignments. For
example: tracking a parcel, ordering merchandise, accessing bank or company customer services,
registering for programs, interacting with government departments at various levels, etc. It is
important that video relay interpreters be familiar with the format and delivery of such consumer
services. To this end, VRS employers can support the quality of services by sharing information with
VIs about emerging trends or major marketing promotions (e.g. between certain dates cellular
company X is offering a 10 GB data plan for $60/mo.) so the interpreters can be prepared for calls
relating to these topics.
VRS interpreters serve large and diverse populations. As such, national and international
news/events in the world and in the Deaf communities are common topics in telephone
conversations. It is incumbent upon the interpreter to be well informed and prepared.
2. Team interpreting
Team interpreting is a common strategy to address the physical, emotional and cognitive demands
of interpreted assignments. It effectively reduces the frequency and duration of movement, the
cognitive load and creates a collaborative environment. Video relay interpreters should have the
autonomy to determine when a team member is warranted, and have access to colleagues who can
readily respond to a team request. Typical examples for working in a team include: emergencies,
conference call meetings, lengthy calls, technical content, hearing callers with unfamiliar accents,
emotionally charged content, and poor audio or video connections. Deaf interpreters
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should also be available to work with VIs to better serve callers. As a matter of good practice,
teamed calls should be debriefed immediately after the conclusion of the call.
Deaf interpreters may be requested to team for any call, including those listed above, but they can
be particularly effective when working with deaf callers who use unique regional sign dialects,
foreign sign languages, have emerging sign language skills, have non-standard signs or signing styles
(e.g. caller with cerebral palsy).
As described in the AVLIC Official Position Paper: Deaf Interpreter (2015), Deaf interpreters use their
expertise in their native sign language, along with visual representations and other communication
strategies, to foster culturally and linguistically appropriate interpretations for Deaf consumers that
hearing interpreters may not be able to provide.
For more guidance on how to maximize the effectiveness of working in a team, review Russell (2011)
Team Interpreting: Best Practices.
3. Ergonomics
VRS workstations should have adjustable desks that allow interpreting from sitting and standing
positions, offering VIs the ability to vary their posture to reduce static loading on the body as a result
of remaining in one position.
Ergonomically adjustable chairs, keyboards, monitors, cameras, footrests, and padded floor mats
should be standard equipment for all stations.
Each cubicle should have adjustable lighting that is not too harsh for the interpreter, and sufficient
enough for deaf callers to see the interpreter clearly on the video. The cubicle should have a
reasonable amount of desk and floor space for interpreters to work comfortably, including enough
space for an additional team member to sit in the cubicle to provide support during a call.
Noise interference from other VIs processing calls can affect the interpreter’s ability to concentrate,
thereby elevating stress levels and impacting interpreting quality. Noise-cancelling white-noise
devices, sound barriers between workstations and high quality headsets can mitigate unwanted
extraneous audio interference.
The AVLIC Occupational Health and Safety Guide for Sign Language Interpreters (Woodcock &
Fischer, 2008) provides extensive information regarding health risks and injury prevention for
interpreters, including important tips regarding sitting, posture, exercises and strategies to avoid
tissue compression stresses. This document also provides a template for a health and safety policy,
which we encourage employers to use and expand upon.
4. Work and rest periods
Research on work-rest ratios is inconclusive at this time (Fisher, Marshall, Woodcock 2012). The
interplay is multi- faceted, requiring further exploration to ensure safe, risk-reduction practices are
implemented, as they are known. At this time, CASLI recommends a minimum 10-minute break for
every 60 minutes scheduled online, with a minimum 30-minute meal break for shifts greater than
five hours, and a second 30 minute meal break should the shift extend beyond ten hours. Minibreaks should be given as requested by interpreters in order to attend to changing needs during a
shift. All breaks should be paid. Upon completion of a VRS call, a minimum of 30 seconds should
elapse before the next call is received. Sufficient rest will help with concentration, alertness and
energy.
Insufficient rest will lead to fatigue and increased errors.
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Regardless of the rest schedule of a shift, some calls may warrant an immediate break at their
conclusion, such as 911 or other emergency calls, emotionally charged calls, or calls whose length,
content or characteristics the interpreter found particularly challenging. Therefore, interpreters
should be able to use their discretion to request additional offline time to recover physically,
mentally and emotionally from demanding calls, including the option to debrief with a colleague
during the break.
During breaks, interpreters should be able to leave their workstation and rest in a comfortably
furnished common room, or to walk around, including outside the building. They should be able to
snack and get beverages as needed.
5. Mental health and wellbeing
Research shows that some interpreters experience extreme levels of stress and burnout when
working in video remote interpreting call centres (Bower, 2015; Wessling & Shaw, 2014). Video relay
interpreters must be mindful of their emotional responses, and follow-through on self-care needs.
CASLI recommends that VIs receive information and training pertaining to vicarious trauma and
stress management, especially with respect to processing 911 and other emotionally charged calls.
Awareness and recognition of both the physical and emotional changes resulting from cumulative
stress and trauma is key to maintaining mental health and wellbeing. Whether through personal
health insurance plans or employer benefit packages, access to free or low-cost counseling services
(e.g. personal, financial, relationship, nutrition, physical fitness), should be accessible to VRS
interpreters. These services are an important means of supporting and maintaining mental health,
as well as to respond to signs of mental illness, or emotional or physical decline.
6. Interpreter qualifications
Companies that provide VRS should develop and implement specialized screening processes that
mirror the environment and challenges of VRS interpreting, in order to determine the qualifications 4
of new hires. CASLI recommends companies recruit interpreters with backgrounds that reflect the
diversity of the Canadian population (e.g. disability, gender identity, race, religion).
To maintain the highest quality of interpreting, professionalism and cultural partnership, VRS
providers serving Canada should employ sign language interpreters who are active members in good
standing with CASLI. This ensures the interpreters are bound to the CASLI Code of Ethics and
Guidelines for Professional Conduct, and are subject to its professional conduct review process.
Beyond that, the Canadian legal, medical, social, governmental, etc. systems are different from
other countries and non-Canadian interpreters will require additional training regarding Canadian
systems, processes and institutions. A deep understanding of regional differences in Canadian usage
of ASL and English / LSQ and French discourse styles and accompanying pragmatic knowledge i (see
endnote) is necessary.
Without this context and content knowledge the risk of interpreting errors increases dramatically.
Once a VI is hired, it is the VRS company’s responsibility to offer ongoing job-specific training
regarding policies, the use of technology, and the task management required to effectively process
calls. In addition, providing professional development opportunities for VIs to enhance interpreting
skills and knowledge should be incorporated into the employer’s service model.

4

See Video Relay Service Interpreting Domains and Competencies (2007) and the Handbook of Remote
Interpreting (2015).
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7. Professional development
Professional development (PD) is a mutual responsibility of both the individual interpreter and VRS
employers. VRS companies should offer training opportunities focused on the development of
interpreting-specific skills, as well as advancing knowledge through theory or topic-specific
educational activities. VRS providers are encouraged to coordinate and resource mentorship
partnerships.
In keeping with the CASLI Code of Conduct and Guidelines for Professional Practice, interpreters
should set out annual, as well as multi-year professional development plans with at least one stated
objective (if not already achieved) to include passing the CASLI Certificate of Interpretation (COI).
Setting aside time on a regular basis to review research, journals, articles, videos, books, web and
pod casts, etc. will help maintain currency in the field. Establishing local or workplace-specific
professional practice communities can deepen learning by gathering colleagues to discuss
interpreting, cultural, social, workplace topics or trends.
Service Parity
CASLI recognizes the benefits of steady VRS employment in an environment that is known for its
variety and flexible schedules. To ensure community-based services and video relay services are
both adequately serviced, interpreters are encouraged to maintain a balance between both settings.
Conclusion
Video relay services makes it easier for all Canadians to stay connected through telecommunications
in a fast-paced and technology-driven world. By enabling access to the telecommunications
environment, the impact of VRS on deaf and hard of hearing Canadians who use sign language has
been profound. As these video-based services expand, the demand for skilled sign language
interpreters will continue to grow. The recommendations contained within, regarding policies,
procedures and professional practice will help ensure the delivery of effective and quality
interpreting services. This document also outlines for consumers the distinction between video
relay, video remote, and on-site interpreting services to help inform their decisions regarding the
appropriate service approach for their needs.
The need to maintain and strengthen communication and collaboration among service providers,
consumers and interpreters continues. CASLI is committed to this objective, and to supporting the
development of the profession of sign language interpreting in Canada.
More information on CASLI services, resources and membership can be found at www.casli.ca.
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Endnotes
iPragmatic knowledge of language in a given context is demonstrated through one’s functional and
sociolinguistic knowledge. The Canadian Centre for Language Benchmarks (2012) document defines
these competences in the following way:
Functional Knowledge is the ability to convey and interpret the communicative intent (or function)
behind a sentence, utterance or text. It encompasses macro-functions of language use (e.g.,
transmission of information, social interaction and getting things done/persuading others, learning
and thinking, creation and enjoyment), and micro-functions, or speech acts (e.g., requests, threats,
warnings, pleas), and the conventions of use.
Sociolinguistic Knowledge is the ability to produce and understand utterances appropriately. It
encompasses rules of politeness; sensitivity to register, dialect or variety; norms of stylistic
appropriateness; sensitivity to "naturalness"; knowledge of idioms and figurative language;
knowledge of culture, customs and institutions; knowledge of cultural references; and uses of
language through interactional skills to establish and maintain social relationships.
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Appendix D: Proposed CASLI Bylaw Changes

BYLAWS
RELATING GENERALLY TO THE CONDUCT OF THE
AFFAIRS OF THE
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF SIGN LANGUAGE
INTERPRETERS
Draft
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BE IT ENACTED as a bylaw of the Corporation as follows:
SECTION 1 - General
1.1 DEFINITIONS
In this bylaw and all other bylaws of the Corporation, unless the context otherwise requires:
I.

"Act" means the Canada Not-For-Profit Corporations Act S.C. 2009, c.23 including the
Regulations made pursuant to the Act, and any statute or regulations that may be
substituted, as amended from time to time.
II. "Articles" means the original or restated articles of incorporation or articles of
amendment, amalgamation, continuance, reorganization, arrangement or revival of the
Corporation.
III. "Board" means the Board of Directors of the Corporation and "director" means a
member of the Board.
IV. "Bylaw" means this bylaw and any other bylaw of the Corporation as amended and
which are, from time to time, in force and effect.
V. "Meeting of members" includes an annual meeting of members or a special meeting of
members; "special meeting of members" includes a meeting of any class or classes of
members and a special meeting of all members entitled to vote at an annual meeting of
members.
VI. "Ordinary resolution" means a resolution passed by a majority of not less than 50%
plus 1 of the votes cast on that resolution.
VII. "Regulations" means the regulations made under the Act, as amended, restated or in
effect from time to time.
VIII. "Special resolution" means a resolution passed by a majority of not less than twothirds (2/3) of the votes cast on that resolution.

1.2

INTERPRETATION
(1) In the interpretation of this bylaw, words in the singular include the plural and vice-versa,
words in one gender include all genders, and "person" includes an individual, body
corporate, partnership, trust and unincorporated organization. Other than as specified
above, words and expressions defined in the Act have the same meanings when used in
these bylaws.

1.3 EXECUTION OF DOCUMENTS
(1) Deeds, transfers, assignments, contracts, obligations and other instruments in writing
requiring execution by the Corporation may be signed by any two (2) of its officers or
directors. In addition, the Board may from time to time direct the manner in which and the
person or persons by whom a particular document or type of document shall be executed.
Any director or officer may certify a copy of any instrument, resolution, bylaw or other
document of the Corporation to be a true copy thereof.
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1.4

FINANCIAL YEAR
(1) The financial year-end of the Corporation shall be March 31 of each year.

1.5

BORROWING POWERS
(1) When authorized by a special resolution, duly passed by the directors and sanctioned by
at least two-thirds of the votes cast at a Special General Meeting of the members duly called
for considering the bylaw, the directors of the Corporation may from time to time:
I. Borrow money upon the credit of the Corporation;
II. Limit or increase the amount to be borrowed;
III. Issue debentures or other securities of the Corporation;
IV. Pledge or sell such debentures or other securities for such sums and at such prices as
may be deemed expedient;
V. Secure any such debentures, or other securities, or any other present or future
borrowing or liability of the Corporation, by mortgage, hypothec, charge or pledge.

1.6 ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(1) The Corporation shall send to the members a copy of the annual financial statements
and other documents referred to in subsection 172(1) (Annual Financial Statements) of the
Act or a copy of a publication of the Corporation reproducing the information contained in the
documents. Instead of sending the documents, the Corporation may send an electronic
summary to each member along with a notice informing the member of the procedure for
obtaining a copy of the documents themselves free of charge. The Corporation is not
required to send the documents or a summary to a member who, in writing, declines to
receive such documents.
Section 2 – Membership Conditions, Termination and Transferability

2.1 MEMBERSHIP CONDITIONS
(1) Subject to the articles, there shall be one class of membership in the Corporation,
namely, Member Association. The Board of Directors of the Corporation may, by resolution,
approve the admission of the members of the Corporation. Members may also be admitted
in such other manner as may be prescribed by the Board by resolution.
The following conditions of membership shall apply:
Member Association
Member Association membership shall be available only to a Canadian professional
association of sign language interpreters which submits a copy of its Constitution and
Bylaws demonstrating that it has similar aims and objectives to the Corporation. The
candidate member will direct their members to abide by the Code of Ethics and Guidelines
for Professional Conduct maintained by the Corporation or will maintain their own code of
ethics and guidelines for professional conduct that is substantially similar to the one
maintained by the Corporation. The Board will review the candidate member and decide if
they will be granted membership, at which time the candidate member must make payment
of membership fees as determined by the Board.
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The term of membership of a Member Association shall be annual, subject to renewal in
accordance with the policies of the Corporation.
Each Member Association may nominate a representative from its membership to be a
Director of the Corporation or may ask another Member Association's representative to also
represent their Member Association.
Each Member Association is entitled to receive notice of, attend, and vote at all meetings of
members and each such membership shall be entitled to five (5) votes at such meetings. A
Member Association shall designate at least one (1) of their Board members, who is not a
CASLI Board member, to attend the Corporation's annual general meeting to vote on behalf
of the Member Association.

2.2 TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
(1) A membership in the Corporation is terminated when:
I. The member's term of membership expires;
II. The Corporation is liquidated and dissolved under the Act ;
III. The member is expelled or their membership is otherwise terminated in accordance
with the articles, bylaws or policies;
IV. The member is dissolved, dies or resigns ; or
V. The member changes its bylaws and/or constitution in such a way that they no longer
have similar aims and objectives to the Corporation.
2.3 EFFECT OF TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP
(1) Subject to the articles, upon any termination of membership, the rights of the member,
including any rights in the property of the Corporation, automatically cease to exist and will
not be entitled to any pro-rated refund fees.
Section 3 – Meetings of Members

3.1

NOTICE OF MEMBERS’ MEETING
(1) Notice of the time and place of a meeting of members shall be given to each member
entitled to attend the meeting by telephonic, electronic or other communication facility to
each member entitled to vote at the meeting, with at least twenty-five (25) days notice before
the day on which the meeting is to be held.

3.2 ABSENTEE VOTING AT MEMBERS' MEETINGS
(1) Notice of each meeting of members shall remind the members of their right to vote by
proxy. Proxy submissions can be received by the CASLI office via mail, online form provided
to members by the Corporation via the website or fax at least nine (9) days prior to the
annual general meeting. Otherwise, proxy forms can be carried by the chosen proxy holder,
submitted and registered for at the beginning of the annual general meeting.
3.3

QUORUM AT MEMBER MEETINGS
(1) A quorum at any meeting of the members shall consist of seventy (70) percent of the
votes eligible to be cast at the meeting.
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3.4 MEMBERS' MEETING HELD ENTIRELY BY ELECTRONIC MEANS
(1) If the directors or members of the Corporation call a meeting of members pursuant to the
Act, those directors or members, as the case may be, may determine that the meeting shall
be held, in accordance with the Act and the Regulations, entirely by means of a telephonic,
electronic or other communication facility that permits all participants to communicate
adequately with each other during the meeting.
Section 4 – Directors and Officers

4.1

NUMBER OF DIRECTORS
(1) The Board shall be comprised of a maximum of one (1) director representative from each
Member Association. Additionally, one (1) Deaf Interpreter Director shall be appointed by the
Board. The minimum number of directors on the board shall be six (6).

4.2 NOTICE OF MEETING OF BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(1) Notice of the time and place for the holding of a meeting of the Board shall be given in
the manner provided in the section on giving notice of meeting of directors of this bylaw to
every director of the Corporation not less than five (5) days before the time when the
meeting is to be held. Notice of a meeting shall not be necessary if all of the directors are
present, and none objects to the holding of the meeting, or if those absent have waived
notice of or have otherwise signified their consent to the holding of such meeting. Notice of
an adjourned meeting is not required if the time and place of the adjourned meeting is
announced at the original meeting. A quorum for a meeting of the Board of Directors will be
achieved when a majority of the directors are present.
4.3 VOTES TO GOVERN AT MEETINGS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
(1) Unless otherwise required by the Act or the articles of the Corporation, questions arising
at any meeting of the Board shall be decided by a consensus of the Directors present at the
meeting. A consensus will be considered to have been reached when no director objects to
the question on the floor before the meeting. Should the chair of the meeting determine,
after a reasonable effort to achieve consensus has been made, that a consensus will not be
reached regarding a particular question then the chair shall refer the question to be decided
by a 2/3 vote of the directors.
4.4 OFFICERS OF THE CORPORATION
(1) The Officers of the Corporation shall be the Chair, Secretary, Treasurer, and Deaf
Interpreter Director with remaining representatives being Directors. Any other such officers
will be determined by special resolution of the membership. The Board will determine which
officer will fill each of the required positions.
I. Chair
The Chair shall preside over all General and Special Meetings of the Corporation and of the
Board of Directors. The Chair shall be responsible for the general management of
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the affairs of the Corporation. The Chair shall see that all orders and resolutions of the Board
of Directors are carried into effect.
II. Secretary
The Secretary shall attend meetings of the Board of Directors and members and act as a
clerk to ensure all votes and minutes of all proceedings are accurate and filed for recordkeeping purposes. The Secretary will ensure that notice of all meetings of the members and
of the Board of Directors be given. The Secretary shall ensure the appropriate minutes are
disseminated to each Board Member and Member Association.
The Secretary shall also perform such other duties as may from time to time be directed by
the Board of Directors.
III. Treasurer
The Treasurer shall ensure the custody of the funds and securities of the Corporation,
including assets, liabilities, receipts and disbursements are kept appropriately and
accurately. The Treasurer will ensure all transactions to and from the Corporation's accounts
are accompanied by all supporting documentation and will perform internal audits of financial
processes.
The Treasurer shall also perform such other duties as may from time to time be directed by
the Board of Directors.
IV. Director
A Director shall perform such duties as directed by the Board of Directors.
(2) The Board will appoint one (1) additional Director from the membership of any Member
Association with the portfolio of Deaf Interpreter Director. The Board will facilitate a
collaborative self-nomination and Deaf Interpreter led selection process to allow Deaf
Interpreters who are members of a Member Association to select their representative on
the Board.
Deaf Interpreter Director
The Deaf Interpreter Director shall represent the interests of Deaf Interpreters on the Board.
The Deaf Interpreter Director shall also perform such other duties as may from time to time
be directed by the Board of Directors.

4.5 VACANCY IN OFFICE
(1) The Board may remove, whether for cause or without cause, any officer of the
Corporation. Unless so removed, an officer shall hold office until the earlier of:
I. The officer's successor being appointed;
II. The officer's resignation;
III. Such officer ceasing to be a director (if a necessary qualification of appointment); or
IV. Such officer's death.
4.6

COMMITTEES
(1) The Board may establish one or more standing or ad hoc committees to perform specific
tasks as required by the Board or the members.
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(2) Each committee may have a coordinator who shall liaise with a director of the Board or
other such personnel of the Association as may be required.
Section 5 - Notices

5.1 INVALIDITY OF ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS BYLAW
(1) The invalidity or enforceability of any provision of this bylaw shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of the remaining provisions of this bylaw.
5.2 OMISSIONS AND ERRORS
(1) The accidental omission to give any notice to any member, director, officer, member of a
committee of the Board or public accountant, or the non-receipt of any notice by any such
person where the Corporation has provided notice in accordance with the bylaws or any
error in any notice not affecting its substance shall not invalidate any action taken at any
meeting to which the notice pertained or otherwise founded on such notice.
5.3 BYLAWS AND EFFECTIVE DATE
(1) The Board of Directors may not make, amend or repeal any bylaws that regulate the
activities or affairs of the Corporation without having the bylaw, amendment or repeal
confirmed by the members by ordinary resolution. The bylaw, amendment or repeal is only
effective on the confirmation of the members and in the form in which it was confirmed. This
section does not apply to a bylaw that requires a special resolution of the members
according to subsection 197(1) (fundamental change) of the Act.
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Appendix E: Ad-Hoc Committee Terms of Reference

Terms of Reference
Ad-Hoc Committee: “Bylaws” and “Policies and Procedures” Review and Recommendation
I motion to establish a Bylaws and Policies and Procedures Review and Recommendation AdHoc Committee for the Canadian Association of Sign Language Interpreters (CASLI).
Moved by Sheila Keats (Alicia Ponciano)

Role
The Bylaws and Policies and Procedures Review and Recommendation Committee (the “Committee”)
will be part of the Canadian Association of Sign Language Interpreters (“CASLI”). The Committee will
be responsible for reviewing and developing a new set of Bylaws and Policies and Procedures for
CASLI.

Objectives





The objectives (the “Objectives”) of the Committee will be to:
Review CASLI current Bylaws document and Policies and Procedures document;
Develop a new Bylaws document and Policies and Procedures document;
Ensure the Bylaws and Policies and Procedures allow for every Affiliate Chapter to be sustained; and
Publish a final report.

Members
The Committee will be comprised of no less than three (3) members. The Committee may be comprised
of the CASLI Class A, Class B, and Class C members; stakeholders of CASLI; and other members of
the public as deemed appropriate by the committee.

Chair
A Chairperson (the “Chair”) will be appointed by the Members. Preference for the Chair position will be
given to a Class A member in good standing, however a member of the public may be appointed as
Chair if appointed by the Members. The Chair will call Committee meetings, facilitate meetings, and
report to the CASLI Board of Directors and Executive Director.
The CASLI President will act as ex officio to the Committee.

Voting Members
The Committee will determine who will be considered a voting member and who will be considered a
non-voting member.

Term
The term of the ad-hoc committee (the “Term”) will start ten calendar days after the Committee is
approved. The Term of the Committee will continue for four quarters. One “quarter” will be considered
as four full months of a calendar year. The first quarter for the Term will begin ten (10) days after the
committee has been approved. The Final Report will be presented at the 2021 Annual General Meeting.
At this time, Class A, B, and C members will vote on a motion to adopt the Bylaws and Policies and
Procedures as presented in Committee’s Final Report.

Deliverables



The Committee will provide quarterly reports to the CASLI Board of Directors, members, and Affiliate
Chapters. The final report (the “Final Report) of the Committee will include:
Proposed new Bylaws;
Proposed new Policies and Procedures;
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Findings from consultations and research, specifically:
i. Descriptions of how Affiliate Chapters will be sustained;
ii. Findings from special interest groups, such as the Deaf community, BIPOC, and other special interest groups
A financial statement that outlines the expenses of the Committee.

Meetings
The Committee will have use of the CASLI online meeting platform subscription to host any meetings
and consultations with service providers. The Committee will schedule meetings as required and email
the CASLI Administrative Assistant to set up the meeting in the online meeting platform.
A representative from the Committee will attend CASLI Board of Director meetings at minimum of one
time per quarter.
The Committee will attend an online meeting with each Affiliate Chapter a minimum of one time per
quarter. This may be done with each Affiliate Chapter individually or with multiple Affiliate Chapters
simultaneously.
If a Committee member is unable to attend a meeting, that member can speak to the Chair in advance
so that the Chair can share the member’s perspective at the meeting. That member may also submit
written comments or documentation in advance of the meeting.
The Chair and the Committee may invite guests to the meeting as a resource as deemed necessary.
Minutes will be recorded at Committee meetings. Committee minutes will be filed by the CASLI
Administrative Secretary. The Committee will decide who will be responsible for taking minutes at each
meeting.
In the event the Chair is not able to attend a meeting, they will appoint another Committee member or
CASLI Board Member to facilitate the meeting.

Decision-Making
The Committee will strive for unanimous agreement when making decisions. If a unanimous agreement
cannot be made, the Committee will agree on a strategy to determine the decision, e.g. a vote,
consultation, table the discussion.

Quorum
Quorum will be a majority (50%+1) of the Committee members present at a meeting.

Budget
The Committee will be allotted a budget of $ 3,000.00 CAD from CASLI. The Committee members must
unanimously agree to how the funds are used. The funds will be used to consult with special interest
groups, research, publishing, and other services and purchases germane to the Objectives of the
Committee.
All expenses must be documented and reported to the CASLI Board of Directors.

Consultation







To align with the values and goals of CASLI, the Committee will consult with:
Registered parliamentarian(s);
Affiliate Chapters of CASLI;
CASLI Executive Director;
Leader(s) in the Deaf community;
Member(s) and leader(s) of Black, Indigenous, Persons of Colour (BIPOC) communities;
Other special interest groups and individuals necessary to achieve the Objectives of the Committee.
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Communication




The Chair or a representative(s) of the Committee will send updates to CASLI Class A members via
the CASLI email distribution list when:
A Committee meeting has been scheduled;
A quarterly report is available; and
Other information relevant to keep CASLI membership informed.

Accountability
The Committee will be accountable to the CASLI Board of Directors and Executive Director through the
Chair of the Committee.
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